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Abstract. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) occurs during the first minutes of cosmological time in a rapidly expanding hot and dense Universe, where a fraction of protons and nearly all free neutrons end up bound in $^4$He, while D, $^3$H, $^3$He, $^6$Li, $^7$Li and $^7$Be nuclei form in trace quantities. Among these elements, deuterium is an excellent indicator of cosmological parameters because its abundance is highly sensitive to the primordial baryon density and to the number of relativistic species. Although astronomical observations of primordial deuterium abundance have reached percent accuracy, theoretical predictions based on BBN were hampered by large uncertainties on the cross-section of the deuterium burning D(p,γ)$^3$He reaction, before the LUNA measurement. In the following, I will report the results of the experimental campaign carried on at LUNA and its cosmological implications.

1 The primordial deuterium abundance: motivation for the measurement of the D(p,γ)$^3$He reaction

The BBN theory is one of the pillars of the picture we nowadays have of the Universe. In particular, for a given baryon density, it gives the primordial abundance of the light elements. Such predictions can then be compared with the results provided by spectroscopic observations of ancient astrophysical objects, like quasars or metal poor stars.

In the current precision era of cosmology, data from observations are characterized by higher uncertainties with respect to BBN predictions, except for deuterium. In particular, the D/H ratio is retrieved by astronomical observations with an excellent accuracy of about 1% [1], whereas the BBN prediction of D/H has an uncertainty of about 2% [2]. Actually, the relatively large error on the prediction of the D/H was dominated by the uncertainty on the cross sections of the nuclear reactions involved in the BBN network to first create and then destroy deuterium. In particular, before the LUNA measurement [3], the main uncertainty came from the D(p,γ)$^3$He reaction responsible for deuterium burning.

Several data sets on the D(p,γ)$^3$He reaction cross section, or equivalently its $S(E)$-factor were available in the literature before the LUNA measurement. The astrophysical $S(E)$ factor is defined as: $S(E) = E\sigma(E)\exp(2\pi\eta)$, where $E$ is the energy of interaction in the centre of mass system, $\sigma(E)$ is the energy dependent cross-section, and $\eta$ is the Sommerfeld parameter $\eta(E) = Z_1Z_2\alpha(\mu c^2/2E)^{1/2}$ (with $Z_i$ atomic numbers of the interacting particles, $\alpha$ fine structure constant, $\mu$ reduced mass, and $c$ speed of light). In the low-energy
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range \(E_{\text{CM}} \approx 2 - 20\) keV, mostly relevant to hydrogen burning in the Sun and in protostars, cross sections were obtained with a systematic error of at most 5.3\% \[4\] using the 50 kV accelerator (now in disuse) of the Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics (LUNA) at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy \[5\]. At higher energies \(E_{\text{CM}} \approx 30 - 700\) keV, available data sets were affected by systematic errors of 9\% or higher \[6–9\]. The situation was further compounded by the fact that a recent \textit{ab initio} calculation \[10\] disagrees at the 20-30\% level with both the \textit{S}-factor of Ma et al. \[6\] and a best fit \[11\] to selected data \[4, 6, 12, 13\], widely used in BBN calculations. These large uncertainties had significant impact on the comparison between predicted and observed primordial abundance, which is of crucial importance to access the baryon density of the Universe and to test more exotic scenarios beyond the Standard Model of fundamental interactions. As a consequence of the poor experimental data for the \(\text{D}(p,\gamma)^3\text{He}\) reaction, firm conclusions on the BBN stage and cosmological model couldn’t be drawn with a satisfactory precision. For all these reasons, a new experimental campaign started at LUNA in 2016.

## 2 The \(\text{D}(p,\gamma)^3\text{He}\) cross section measurement: experimental setup and data analysis

The measurements were carried out using the LUNA facility located in the underground Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS), Italy. The LUNA400 accelerator provided a high intensity proton beam (beam current 100-300 µA) in the 50-400 keV energy range. The beam entered in a cylindrical reaction chamber 33 cm long and with a 56 mm inner diameter, through a 40 mm long collimator having a inner diameter of 7 mm. High purity molecular deuterium at a 0.3 mbar pressure was present inside the reaction chamber. The beam was stopped by a copper calorimeter that measured its intensity. A large high-purity germanium detector (HPGe) faced to the reaction chamber at 90° to the beam axis was used to detect the photons emitted by the \(\text{D}(p,\gamma)^3\text{He}\) reaction. Possible gas impurities by in-leaking air were periodically checked by the strong \(E_p = 278\) keV \(^{14}\text{N}(p,\gamma)^{15}\text{O}\) resonance and were always below 0.5\% \[14\].

The \(\text{D}(p,\gamma)^3\text{He}\) (\(Q = 5.493\) MeV) reaction proceeds through direct capture to the \(^3\text{He}\) ground state with the emission of a single gamma with an energy in the range 5.5 - 5.8 MeV. Since these energies are above the natural radioactivity endpoint, it is possible to fully exploit the suppression of cosmic ray induced background due to the Gran Sasso mountain \[5, 15\]. The incoming proton can be captured both in a \(s\)-wave or \(p\)-wave orbital angular momentum state and the emitted gamma-ray shows a not isotropic angular distribution dominated by the M1 and E1 components. To measure the cross section in the energy range of interest (30 keV < \(E_{\text{cm}}\) < 300 keV) for BBN we explored the full dynamic range of the LUNA-400 accelerator in 30-50 keV energy steps. The main source of beam induced background was due to the \(^{19}\text{F}(p,\gamma)^{16}\text{O}\) reaction from the interaction of protons with fluorine contaminant usually present on collimators along the gas target and on the calorimeter. This beam-induced background was quantified in dedicated control runs in which inert \(^4\text{He}\) gas was used instead of deuterium. A sample spectrum taken at 150 keV beam energy is shown in figure 1.

For an extended gas target setup, the cross section is given by the following expression:

\[
\sigma(E) = \frac{N_\gamma}{N_p \int_0^L \rho(z) \cdot \epsilon(z) \cdot W(z) dz}
\]

where \(N_\gamma\) is the number of counts after background subtraction. The integral extends over the target length, in which \(\rho(z)\) represents the gas density profile, \(\epsilon(z)\) is the gamma detection
Figure 1: Typical $\gamma$-ray spectrum obtained with the HPGe detector at 150 keV beam energy: in blue the spectrum measured with D$_2$ gas and for comparison a beam induced background spectrum (grey) acquired with $^4$He gas. The full-energy, single-escape and double-escape peaks from the D(p,$\gamma$)$^3$He reaction are clearly visible.

efficiency as a function of position along the beam axis, $W(z)$ accounts for the photon angular distribution and $N_p$ is the number of projectiles impinging the target.

A major effort was devoted to prevent or minimize any source of systematic uncertainty in equation 1 to reach an accuracy of three percent on the S-factor. $N_\gamma$ is essentially affected by the statistical error, that in our measurements was always lower than 1% for $E_{\text{p}>100}$ keV ($E_{\text{c.m.}}>70$ keV), as a consequence of the suppression in the cosmic ray induced background with respect to surface experiments. The target density $\rho(z)$ was determined by measuring the pressure and temperature profiles along the target as well as the beam heating effect due to the power released by the incident beam in the gas target [16]. The integrated beam current $N_p$ was measured with a consolidated technique in which the beam power was monitored during each run by measuring the power dissipated by the beam on the copper calorimeter where the beam was stopped [17]. In an extended gas target the interaction with proton beam can take place at different positions along the beam axis, resulting in different energies of the emitted photons and in different geometrical angles subtended by the HPGe detector. Therefore, the $\gamma$-ray detection efficiency $\epsilon(z)$ must be carefully determined as a function of both position and energy. The $\gamma$-rays emitted by the D(p,$\gamma$)$^3$He reaction ($Q=5.5$ MeV) have typical energies $E_\gamma=5.5$-5.8 MeV, i.e. far away from the energy of the commonly used radioactive sources.

The efficiency $\epsilon(z)$ of the HPGe detector was measured along the beam line, by filling the reaction chamber with N$_2$ and exploiting the resonance of the $^{14}N(p,\gamma)^{15}O$ reaction at $E_t=259$ keV. This reaction produces cascade $\gamma$-rays in a large energy range (0.7-7 MeV), in such a way the efficiency were precisely determined [14]. Finally, the $W(z)$ function has
After four years of data taking and a long data analysis campaign, it was possible to obtain the S-factor shown in Figure 2 where the LUNA data [3] are reported together with literature data. The new data show a significantly reduced uncertainty with respect to previous experimental dataset. Also shown is the polynomial best fit of $S(E)$ for $E \sim 0 - 2$ MeV to previous dataset [11] (blue line) and the fit in which this new data set is considered (red line). The bands represent the quoted 1σ uncertainty of the best fit values.

3 Results and conclusions

To explore the impact of our D(p,γ)³He S-factor on the predicted primordial deuterium abundance, we used the second release [18] of the numerical BBN code PArthENoPE. Under the assumption of the ΛCDM model, with $N_{\text{eff}} = 3.045$, we performed a Bayesian likelihood analysis to derive $\Omega_b h^2$ using the observed deuterium abundance, $(D/H)_{\text{obs}}$, and the theoretical behaviour of $(D/H)_{\text{BBN}}$ (now including the new LUNA data). We obtained $\Omega_b h^2(\text{BBN}) = 0.02233 \pm 0.00036$, a value which is a factor of 2 more precise than that de-
duced using a previous $S$ factor [11] and now in much better agreement with the $\Omega_b h^2$ based on CMB data [19].

If we use the baryon density provided by the PLANCK Collaboration [20], we derive a theoretical prediction on deuterium abundance $(D/H)_{\text{BBN}} = (2.52 \pm 0.03 \pm 0.06) \times 10^{-5}$, in excellent agreement with astronomical observations [1] $(D/H)_{\text{obs}} = (2.527 \pm 0.030) \times 10^{-5}$.

After the release of the LUNA results [3], several papers were published discussing the cosmological implications with the inclusion of the new $D(p,\gamma)^3\text{He}$ rate [2, 21–23]. All the authors agree on the need of new measurements of the $D(d,n)^3\text{He}$ and $D(d,p)^3\text{H}$ reactions which have become the most prominent source of uncertainty in the determination of the primordial deuterium abundance.
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